Women / Feminist Studies

The GTU Library has many books and feminist perspectives throughout the collection.

Ref BL80.2 C596 1995
*Contemporary Religious Ideas.* Lundin and Lundin.

BL325 .F4 C54 2000 Level 1
*Twilight Goddess: Spiritual Feminism and Feminine Spirituality.* Cleary, Thomas.
Myths and traditions in Asia and goddess-based religions.

BL458 .A68 1993 Level 1
*An Anthology of Sacred Texts By and About Women.* S Young.

BL458 .C37 1989 Level 1
*Women and World Religions.* DL Carmody.


*Encyclopedia of Women and World Religion, 2nd ed.* S Young.

BL458 .F455 1999 Level 1
*Feminism and World Religions.* Sharma/Young.
This collection of essays explores the changing roles of women in seven world religions.

Ref BL458 .F57 1995
A bibliography of nearly 2,000 books and articles on feminist theology to women's environment and health.


Ref BL473.5 .A66 1993
*Goddesses in World Mythology.* Ann/Imel.
A dictionary of goddesses of the world.

Ref BL 473.5 M663 2010 2 vols.
*Encyclopedia of Goddesses and Heroines.* P Monaghan.
Vol. 1 Africa, Eastern Mediterranean, Asia; Vol. 2 Europe and the Americas.

Ref BL2525 .B45 1998
Focuses on 19th and 20th century organizations, denominations, and influential women.

Ref BL2525 .W44 2008

Ref BR117 .K32 1995
*Matrology: A Bibliography of Writings by Christian Women from the First to the Fifteenth Centuries.* A Kadel.

Ref BR563 .N4 F23 1997

Ref BS575 .W593 2000

Ref BS680 .W7 G79 1995
*Women in the Biblical World.* MI Gruber.
A bibliography of women and womanhood in the Hebrew Scriptures.

Ref BT83.55 .D53 1996
*Dictionary of Feminist Theologies.* Russell/Clarkson.
Brief articles give overviews of feminist scholarship on theological topics.

Ref BT83.55 .F56 1991

Ref BT83.55 .N49 2003 (also circulating)
*Women's Rites: Feminist Liturgies for Life's Journey.* D Neu. Author is co-founder of WATER.

Ref BT83.55 .W35 1999
*Feminism and Christian Tradition: An Annotated Bibliography and Critical Introduction to the Literature.* M Walsh.

Ref BV639 .W7 B53 1995
Points to resources about women in historical periods.

*Women and Christianity.* K Pui-lan.
Women and biblical interpretation, religious practices and roles, contemporary concerns.

Ref CT3220 .A56 1992
*An Annotated Index of Medieval Women.* A Echols.
A biographical dictionary, with bibliographic references.


Women in the Middle Ages: An Encyclopedia. Wilson/Margolis.

Women and Gender in Medieval Europe: An Encyclopedia. M. Schaus.


Women's Studies Encyclopedia. H. Tierney.

A Feminist Companion to the Bible and Feminist Companion to the New Testament and Early Christian Writings are each a series of biblical commentaries from a woman's perspective, individually catalogued by biblical book and author; call numbers vary.


Searching the Scriptures. Fiorenza Matthews. Vol. 1 is a feminist introduction. Vol. 2 is a feminist commentary.

The IVP Women’s Bible Commentary. Kroeger/Evans. Entries include bibliographical references and indexes.

Encyclopedia of Religion in America. Lippy/Williams. Includes the “role of women.”

Anthropology of Religion. Stevens/Szafran. Includes “women and gender.”

The Oxford Handbook of the Reception History of the Bible. Lieb/Mason/Roberts.

Feminist Theology (“The Journal of the Britain and Ireland School of Feminist Theology”)

Re-Imagining